Wiltshire & District CC – 04/07/15
Mrs Di Brown
My thanks to Jackie & Elaine for the judging invitation, I had a very enjoyable day,
and it was a pleasure to have Stephen Bunce as my steward again, he really is a boon
on a busy day. Much appreciated Stephen.
A.C. Siamese/Balinese Grand Premier Neuter Male
IMP – Brown’s IGDCH & GDPR BECKSTAR CALLIN BATONROUGE (SIA
d) MN 30/18/12. Overall a handsome and well balanced chap. Wedge head with very
good top-line and large flyaway ears very well set. Oriental eye shape and set,
ideally colour could be a touch deeper but is acceptable. Small dip to his broad nose,
which tends to overhang his chin a tad, although the chin does have good depth, bite
untidy with one or two incisors missing, but is basically level. Long neck and a long
body that although very weighty could do with a little more coverage over the spine,
long elegant limbs and neat paws, tapered tail to almost balance. Bright mid red
points, light tonal shading to warm white coat that was short sleek and close lying.
One or two little niggles but overall worthy of his award. Excellent temperament and
presentation.
A.C. Oriental Premier Neuter Male
GD PC – Brown’s PR HEMLOCK ONLY THE BRAVE (OSH b 24) MN
28/03/14. A strong well developed boy with excellent type. Super head, strong and
stylish with excellent width to top and huge ears beautifully set. Straight strong
profile with deep chin, bite untidy and scissored over, if I were to nit pick I would like
the muzzle a tad finer. Excellent expression to eyes of bright mid green. Long
beautifully toned body for a neuter, long strong limbs, whippy tail okay but needs to
be quite a bit longer to match that body length. Generally his dark chocolate spotted
pattern is well defined and reasonably sound, there is some agouti invasion but at the
moment it is not interfering with the clarity of the pattern too badly. Fabulous coat
texture, very short and sleek. Excellent to handle and excellently presented .
British Blue Kitten
1st BOB –w/h – O’Shea’s CATELORO SLEEPING BEAUTY (BRI a) F
25/12/14. A very typy baby, and too much so I think as she has one or aspects that are
not correct for a British. Round head with very good width between neat small ears,
good cheeks, somewhat wedge shaped in the muzzle when the fur is stroked back.
Rounded forehead, short nose with reduced nose leather and pronounced nose break,
deep chin and undershot bite. Eye shape and expression good, colour deep gold but
at the moment it has a slightly greenish over tone to it. Overall she is well developed
with a compact and cobby body, short limbs and medium length tail. Mid blue coat
with some tipping, it was short and dense but soft in texture. Lovely temperament, too
many faults for the BOB and strictly speaking I really should have w/h the first.
Excellently presented.
Oriental Tortoiseshell Adult

BOB – Viggers’ IGDCH MICHANT FURREVER-LOVE (OSH j) F 17/05/12. A
stylish and elegant lady. Medium length wedge nicely balanced with good width to
top and large ears set in line. Gentle expression to eyes of mid green. Virtually
straight profile, chin lines up and the bite is level albeit missing a couple of incisors.
Long elegant neck and body, the latter well toned, tail quite whippy but needs an inch
to balance. Mid lilac coat, beautifully mingled throughout in mainly mid cream and it
is sound, also excellent for length and sleekness of texture. Excellent to handle and
excellently presented.
Oriental Spotted Tabby Adult
BOB – Brown’s GD CH HEMLOCK SPOTTY MULDOON (OSH n 24) M
28/03/14. I love this boy, he is everything I look for in an entire male, type strength
and pattern, and he is still very young. Super head, strong and well balanced with
broad top and large wide based ears set wide, the beginning of jowls but they do not
detract yet. Superior expression to eyes of very good green. Strong profile, deep chin
and level bite. His body condition is fabulous, so beautifully muscled, long strong
limbs with whip tail to balance. Excellent spotted pattern, completely sound and
minimal for agouti invasion, I would just like a touch more warmth to the ground
colour - but no cat is perfect. Amazing coat texture, so very short and close lying.
And for such a macho looking bloke he has a superb temperament. Perfect
presentation.
Oriental Lilac Kitten Male
1st BOB w/h Miller’s SAMBOUZOUKI NIGHTHAWK (OSH c) M 11/11/14. A
fairly well grown boy, of overall good type, just lacks a little style at the moment.
Medium length wedge, top line okay but would a little more width to bring it into
balance with his large ears. Basic eye shape good but tends to widen giving him a
slightly worried expression, colour a nice bright green. Profile good, chin slopes back
a touch but bite is level. Long well toned body, tail well tapered but needs an extra
inch. Somewhat ambiguous coat colour, lacks pinkish tones and has a definite
brownish overcast, paw pads and nose leather have a rather mauve tone, tummy fur
and fur around the pads is an almost toffee in colour. I chose to not wrong colour him
as he is a kitten and the lighting was not brilliant, but given that after judging we took
him to the daylight and there was no noticeable change, it might be wise to re-register
him. Excellent coat texture and overall condition. A sweet tempered lad, excellently
presented.
Oriental Blue Kitten
1st & BOB – Lee’s WILLHAVETODO BUGSY MALONE (OSH a) M 19/01/15.
A lovely little boy very promising for type. Super head strength for a baby with broad
top line and very large bat ears set wide and just a tad low at the moment. Straight
strong profile with deep chin and level bite. Snooty expression to eyes of deep green.
He stands tall on very long gangly legs that make his body look medium in length at
the moment, nice whippy tail to balance. Darker blue coat almost sound with short
close texture. Excellent to handle and excellently presented
Oriental Tortoiseshell Neuter
PC – McGowan’s BARBECCO BLUE SAPPHIRE (OSH k) FN 15/09/14. A well
developed girl for her age, good for type and style but has something of an attitude to
say the least. Well balanced head of medium length with good top of head and large

ears very well set. Almost straight profile, firm chin and level bite. Oriental eye
shape and set, tends to widen with temper but a good clear mid green in colour. Long
elegant and well toned body with long whip tail. Blue-based caramel coat with
plentiful mingling in mid apricot and sound to roots, needs to develop more of a
brownish over-tone but she is still very young and she does have the correct purple
paw pads and nose leather. Coat medium in length with good close texture. Very
naughty but excellently presented.
BOB – Lee’s CH & UK OGIGP WILLHAVETODOOUIJA BOARD (OSH k)
FN 21/05/06. This lady neuter is amazing for her age. She is so well balanced overall
without undue exaggeration, an even medium length wedge with very good width to
top and the ears are set just right. Profile beginning to show the signs of age and now
has a slight rise between her eyes with a following dip, chin nice and firm and the bite
is level. Lovely eyes for shape and set and the colour is still a very good green. Long
elegant body, and she has a very svelte figure for a female neuter of this age, long
limbs but short tail. Lilac based caramel colouring, beautifully mingled throughout in
various shades of apricot and sound, texture excellent. Very composed today and
beautifully presented as always.
Oriental Ticked Tabby Neuter
1st PC & BOB w/h – Drummond’s KAMIK BILLY JEAN (OSH f 25) FN
29/07/14. This lady is very attractive, her type is good and I was sorry not to be able
to give her the certificate today. Stylish head with very good top-line and large flared
ears set to balance. Profile almost straight and the chin and bite are good. Sweet
expression to eyes of a good clear mid green. Well toned body of good length with
slender limbs and neat paws, whip tail almost balances. Interesting coat pattern, she
has the appearance of being well ticked overall, but not in the black base colour,
instead it is very pale and more in keeping with extensive agouti invasion. She also
has clear evidence of a spotted pattern which is picked out by the red on her sides, she
therefore cannot be a ticked tabby and is more than likely a poor spotted. Excellent
temperament, condition and presentation.
Cinnamon Point Siamese Adult
CC & BOB – Hart’s PIPPASTRO CIN’O’RITA (SIA o) F 12/08/14. An attractive
young female and well developed for 10 months. Medium length wedge with good
width between large well set ears. Good expression to eyes of oriental shape and set
with brilliant blue colour. Small dip to profile centre nose, firm chin and level bite.
Long body, weighty and firm toned, long slender limbs and tapered tail to balance.
Rich cinnamon points almost matching, unshaded ivory coat that is slightly soft and
fine in texture but manages to lie close to her body. Lovely temperament, a friendly
girl excellently presented.
Caramel Point Siamese Adult
CC & BOB – Sibley’s ATARIQUE SECRET WHISPER (SIA m) F 16/08/14. An
elegant female, medium length head with good width to top and large ears nicely set.
Correct shape and set to eyes with good depth or blue. In profile small dip to nose,
chin firm and bite level. Well defined neck and a long slender and well toned body,
whippy tail to almost balance. Points colouring more dark blue than blue-based
caramel at present, but she is very young and there is a hint of a brownish overtone to
the tail. Coat quite glacial in tone rather than off-white, but the paw pads and nose

leather are reasonably purple toned and thus do indicate caramel, given that this is a
developing colour I was happy to make allowance for her slight ambiguity today.
Some light fawn-ish blue shading to body with a short close coat. Excellent
temperament and presentation.
Tabby Point Siamese Adult
1st CC w/h – Davies’ ADIFTAM MEANDER ZANDER (SIA b 21) M 27/09/14.
The dearest chap, but although his type is good he is effeminate looking as yet and
has a kitten-ish appearance albeit a large and weighty one. Medium length wedge
nicely balanced but needs to strengthen, ears large and very well set. Gentle
expression to eyes of good shape and set with a nice brilliant blue colour. Slight dip
to nose, chin has good depth but slopes back a touch, bite level. Long weighty body,
long quite strong boned limbs and a well tapered balancing tail. Excellent warm toned
mid chocolate tabby points with distinct facial markings, bracelets and well ringed
tail. Ivory coat that was completely unshaded and excellent for length and texture.
Just needs a few more months to grow up. Very sweet tempered and excellently
presented.
BOB – Vigger’s CH ROCHEROS ARAMIS OF SNOWSEAL (SIA a 21) M
30/09/13. A mature and masculine boy. Strong stylish head type with broad top line
and large very well set ears. Strong profile, firm chin with a dear little beard, level
bite. Snooty expression to eyes of mid blue. Long well muscled body, long limbs and
tapered tail to almost balance. Soft mid blue tabby points, a little darker on his multi
tail rings, nose leather and paws pads correct greyish blue. Medium shading to body,
some glacial tones to tummy and chest, coat length good, texture a touch too fine but
lies reasonably close. Perfect temperament and excellently presented.
Chocolate Point Siamese Kitten
1st & BOB – Williams’ ABICASA TOUCH-OF-CLASS (SIA b) M 21/02/15. A
stylish and promising baby, well grown for 4 months. Typy head with very good
width to top line and large flared ears set to balance. Straight strong profile, deep chin
lines up and the bite is level. Oriental eye shape and set with very good expression
and deep blue colour. Solid little body of promising length, long whippy tail to
balance. Points colour on the dark side but have some warmth of tone. Currently
acceptable for the SOP, but judging by the darker outline to the edge of the ears it
does look as though he will become considerably darker as he develops, but I hope I
am wrong because he is a very nice kitten. Body colour more white than ivory but
unshaded, coat short and close with lovely texture. A very sweet boy, excellently
presented.
END OF REPORT.

